
 
 

 
 

Rabbits and Sharks!  
Or 

Why Rabbits Have Short Fluffly Tails 
 

A reimagining and retelling of a Japanese folktale 
By Ali Oliver-Krueger 

 
Hello! I’m Ali Oliver-Krueger from InterAct Story Theatre.  Most people call me Ms. OK, and you 
can call me Ms. OK, also.  
 
Today I am an actor.  An actor’s job is acting—pretending to be something I’m not.  To do that I 
have to use my imagination. My imagination is always bubbling in my brain. I use my 
imagination to pretend to be something I’m not, and then I use my voice and body so I can 
look and sound like the thing I’m pretending to be.  
 
Today—if you want to—you can be actors, too, right from where you are, whether you’re at 
home, in the classroom, or wherever you happen to be! All you need is to use your imagination, 
use your voice and use your body...it’s as simple as that. If you pay attention, you’ll know just 
what to do and when to do it.  
 
The story we’re going to act out today is a story that I love. It’s a story from the land of my 
mother—my mama-San—the country of Japan. This story talks about why Rabbits have short, 
soft, fluffy cotton-ball tails and not long, flowing tails like a pony. I like to call it Rabbits and 
Sharks!  
 
Okay actors, if you’re ready, let’s start with our story. Away we go!  
 
___________ 
 
Long ago, on a tiny island surrounded by ocean waves off the coast of Japan, there lived a 
small Rabbit. This Rabbit was like any other rabbit you’ve ever seen. This rabbit had long ears 
and a little crinkly nose, just like any other rabbit. This Rabbit liked to bounce up and down, like 
any other rabbit you know. And just like any other rabbit, this rabbit had a long, flowing tail like a 
pony.  
 
Hold up...do rabbits have long flowing tails like a pony? No...rabbits have short, fluffy cotton-ball 
tails. Not long, flowing tails at all! But this Rabbit had a long, flowing tail, just like a pony.  Or at 
least that’s what my mama-San says in this story.  
 



And this Rabbit lived all by itself on this island. No one told Rabbit when to get up or when to go 
to bed. Rabbit could do whatever they wanted whenever they wanted and do anything at all. 
And this Rabbit loved it. 
 
“Nobody tells me what to do. It’s just me, me me on my own island and I love it! Hee Hee!”  
 
Most of the time it was really great to have your own island, but sometimes Rabbit got sad and 
lonely.  Sometimes Rabbit wished they had friends to play with.  
 
One morning, Rabbit woke up and heard something coming from the island over there.  It 
sounded like ….A PARTY! With singing and dancing!  
 
Rabbit asked “What’s that? It sounds like A PARTY.” Rabbit picked up a telescope, something 
that’s long and lets you see very far away.  
 
When the Rabbit looked through the telescope and looked at the island over there, they saw, “A 
PARTY! With all kinds of other animals, with singing, and dancing, and cake. Carrot Cake, my 
favorite! I want to go there...I want to go to a party with singing and dancing and cake. I’m going 
to find a way to get to that party.”  
 
“I know! I can swim to that island over there!” said the Rabbit. But when the Rabbit put one toe 
in the water, along came swimming...a shark! When Shark saw Rabbit, Shark opened its mouth 
big and wide, showing off its sharp shark teeth and went: CHOMP!  Shark almost caught 
Rabbit’s long flowing tail, but luckily the Rabbit was fast and got away just in time.  
 
“Did you see that? The Shark almost chomped my long flowing tail. That was close!” Rabbit 
said. Well, if I can’t swim through the water, I have to think of a better way to get to the island.  
 
So the rabbit thought and thought and thought.  “I know!” Rabbit said, “If I can’t go through the 
water, I’ll build a bridge to go over the water!”  
 
“I’ve never built a bridge before, but how hard could it be? I’m a Rabbit, and Rabbits are smart!”  
 
Rabbit picked up a tiny axe and started to chop down a tall tree: toko, toko, toko!  It was hard 
work and took a long time.  Then Rabbit cut the tree into long rectangular planks of wood to 
make a bridge: zhhhh, zhhh, zhhh!  Then Rabbit took a hammer and nails to build the bridge: 
tiku, tiku, tiku, tiku!  
 
 But Rabbit only chopped down one tall tree, and Rabbit ran out of wood. The bridge only went 
halfway there! Rabbit said, “I don’t want to build any more bridge. Rabbits are good jumpers, 
though.  I’ll run to the end of the bridge and jump across!”  
 
Rabbit stretched their legs so they could jump very far.  Rabbit took a big breath, and ran all the 
way to the end of the bridge.  When they got to the end of the bridge, Rabbit stopped Very 



Suddenly. “Ooooh, it’s a long way down,” Rabbit said, “And the island looks really far away! But 
I have to try anyway, or I won’t get to have a party, or friends, or singing, or dancing, or CAKE!”  
 
So Rabbit stretched one leg out...and as soon as Rabbit stretched that one leg out, along came 
that Shark! When Shark saw Rabbit, Shark opened its mouth big and wide, showing off its sharp 
shark teeth and went: CHOMP!  Rabbit ran all the way back down the bridge as fast as they 
could! 
 
“Whew! That was really close! That shark almost chomped my beautiful flowing tail!” Rabbit was 
annoyed. “That shark isn’t going to get the better of me. I just need to think.” 
 
The Rabbit had an idea: “I know! If I can’t swim through the water, if I can’t build a bridge over 
the water, I’ll go on the water...in a boat! I just have to make a boat. I’ve never built a boat 
before, but how hard can it be? I’m a Rabbit, and Rabbits are smart! And I already have wood 
from my bridge!”  
 
So Rabbit pulled the wooden planks off the bridge: Eiii-yah! Eiii-yah! Eiii-yah! Eiii-yah! Then 
Rabbit nailed the boat together with hammer and nails: tiku, tiku, tiku, tiku!  
Then Rabbit made a paddle out of wood: zhhh, zhhh, zhhh!  
When the boat was done, Rabbit put the boat in the water—splash!—and hopped in.  
 
“Ahhh, what a beautiful day for a boat ride...listen to those ocean waves!” Rabbit sighed happily. 
But, there was a problem—there was a hole in the boat, and the water started coming up 
through the hole in the boat: bulu bulu bulu! And the boat started to sink and sink...just as shark 
came swimming by!  
 
“EEEEEEEE” cried the Rabbit, and swam as fast as they could. They got onto the island just as 
Shark opened its mouth big and wide, showing off its sharp shark teeth and went: CHOMP!  
 
Rabbit was frustrated, and a little bit mad! “I want to go to the party! I want to play with friends 
and sing and dance and eat CAKE!  I’ll show that shark! That shark isn’t going to stop me! 
Because I’m a Rabbit and Rabbits are smart and sharks are NOT!” 
 
Rabbit stopped. Rabbit thought. Rabbit said, “I have a great idea!”  
 
This was not a great idea.  
 
Rabbit said, “If I can’t swim through the water, and I can’t go over the water, and I can’t go on 
the water, I need to forget about the water. I need to think about the shark. And I can get past 
the shark by playing a trick! This will be great!”  
 
I told you this was not a good idea.  
 
Rabbit took a big breath. Rabbit shouted, “HEY, SHARKFACE!”  



 
That was kind of mean, wasn’t it? You see, rabbits today are quiet and kind, but this Rabbit long 
ago was not.  This Rabbit was smart, but didn’t always make great choices, and sometimes this 
Rabbit didn’t think before they acted.  Sometimes this Rabbit hurt others’ feelings. 
 
Rabbit shouted again, “HEY SHARKFACE!”  
 
Shark swam up and asked, “What?” in a deep shark voice.  
 
“I bet I have more friends than you do,” Rabbit said.  
 
“No you don’t!” replied Shark. 
 
“Uh-huh!”  
 
“Nuh- huh!” 
 
“Uh-huh, and I’ll prove it! You get all your friends to line up in one single file line, and I’ll get all 
my friends to do the same. Then we’ll count and see who has more friends.” 
 
“Okay,” answered Shark.  
 
Rabbit snickered quietly to itself, “This is too easy. Hee hee!”  
 
Out loud, Rabbit said, “Great! Tell your friends to line up from this island here to...that island 
there. And then I’ll count.” 
 
“Okay, you’re on!” cried Shark, “Just you wait and see. I bet I have way more friends than you. 
HEY, SHARK FRIENDS! COME ON OVER!”  
 
The sharks came swimming up one by one.  There were so many sharks! There was even a 
little tiny baby shark with a little tiny baby voice who came swimming up last, so proud to be 
swimming with the big grownup sharks. “I’m here!” squeaked the little tiny baby shark.  
 
The sharks easily made a line from Rabbit’s island to the other island. Rabbit thought, “It’s 
working! Now here comes the fun part—hee hee!” 
 
Out loud, Rabbit said, “You certainly have a lot of friends. But I need to count to be sure. The 
only thing is...Rabbits are not very smart—-“ (“Hee hee!” thought Rabbit)—“And I can only count 
if I use my feet. So I’ll guess I’ll have to step on each shark’s head and count as I go. Here we 
go!”  
 
And so Rabbit hopped on every Shark’s head, one at a time, like Rabbit had their own Sharky 
bridge to the party! Oh, how fun for Rabbit! How not fun for the Sharks! 



 
“One! Two! Three!”called out Rabbit. 
 
“Oof! Ouch! Owww!” cried the Sharks. 
 
But Rabbit kept going, counting all the way. Rabbit got closer and closer to the island, until 
finally Rabbit hopped on the Baby Shark’s head with both feet and hopped onto the other island! 
 
“Oww, that hurts!” cried little Baby Shark with its tiny little voice. 
 
That wasn’t very nice of Rabbit, was it? And if Rabbit had just stopped right there, this story 
would be over, and Rabbit would be on their way to the party. Rabbit would be singing, and 
dancing, eating cake, and maybe even making friends (but probably not).  
 
But Rabbit couldn’t stop there! Rabbit couldn’t help itself. Rabbit had to let everyone know how 
smart they were. “Ha ha ha haaaa ha! I tricked you! I tricked you! I don’t care how many friends 
you have! I just wanted to get to this island here so I could go to a party. You helped me, and 
you didn’t even know it. You even let me step on all your shark heads, because Rabbits are 
smart and Sharks are NOT!” 
 
That made all the sharks mad. And it made little Baby Shark sad. Baby Shark said in its tiny little 
voice, “Hey, that hurts my feelings!” Baby Shark opened its tiny little jaws, and with its tiny little 
teeth went CHOMP—right on Rabbit’s long, flowing tail!  
 
“Ow ow ow ow ow!” shouted Rabbit! “My tail! You chomped my tail! My long, flowing tail! Now I 
just have a short fluffy cotton-ball tail! And it hurts like an ouchie! Doctor! Doctor! Is there a 
Doctor on this island?” 
 
Luckily, there was a Doctor on the island, who helped take the ouchies away.  It took a long 
time, though, which meant Rabbit had a long time to think.  
 
“This really hurts! But...the Shark said I really hurt its feelings, too. Ohh! I wonder if the Shark 
feels on the inside is like what I’m feeling on outside! That must feel really bad. I wouldn’t like 
that at all.”  
 
This made the rabbit feel sad. The rabbit began to think and think, “I don’t like being sad, and I 
don’t like making other people sad. I need to make a change. I need to think.” The Rabbit 
became very quiet. Sometimes it’s like that when you’re thinking really deeply, when you’re 
thinking really hard. Sometimes you get quiet.  
 
Rabbit’s ouchies went away, but the tail never grew back. That’s okay, thought, because having 
a short tail made it easier to jump and run fast—and Rabbit became a really good jumper and a 
really fast runner!  
 



They say that’s the day Rabbit started to change into the kind animal we know today.  
They say that’s why Rabbits are kind and quiet creatures, that’s why they’re very careful and 
you never hear them shouting or saying mean things, and that’s why you always see Rabbits 
thinking carefully before they act.  
 
And they say that’s why you never see Rabbits and Sharks at the same party. That’s what my 
mama-san says, and my mama-san is never wrong.  
 

The End 
  
 
 
 


